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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study continuity of the Lyapunov exponent associated
with 1D quasiperiodic operators. Assume v: TQ R to be real analytic on T.
Consider an SL2(R) valued function

A(x, E)=1v(x)−E −1
1 0
2 , x ¥ T. (1.1)

Set

MN(E, x, w)=D
1

j=N
A(S jx), Sx=x+w,

LN(E, w)=
1
N

F log ||MN(E, x, w)|| dx.



The Lyapunov exponent is defined by L(E, w)=limNQ. LN(E, w)=
infN LN(E, w) and exists by subadditivity.
Our main result is the following theorem:

Theorem 1. Assume v real analytic on T. Then

• L(E, w) is continuous in E.

• L(E, w) is jointly continuous in (E, w) at every (E, w0) with irra-
tional w0.

Remark. L(E, w) may be discontinuous in w at every rational w, see
below.
MatricesMN appear in the study of 1D Schrödinger operators

(HxY)(n)=Y(n+1)+Y(n−1)+v(Snx) Y(n), (1.2)

as N-step transfer-matrices, and L(E, w) has been a subject of a consider-
able investigation in this context. Recently there were several results on
regularity in E for quasiperiodic operators (1.2) with Sx=x+w, x ¥ Td.
For typical w (more precisely satisfying a strong Diophantine condition of
the form

||kw|| > C(|k| log(1+|k|)A)−1 (1.3)

Goldstein and Schlag (1) proved Hölder regularity in E of L(E, w) for d=1
and certain weaker regularity for d > 1 in the regime L > 0 (see also ref. 2,
Chap. VII). Precise estimates on Hölder regularity for the almost Mathieu
operator at high coupling are contained in ref. 3. For L=0 some regularity
also holds (ref. 2, Chap. VIII). For a review of results on continuity of L in
E for strictly ergodic shifts over finite alphabet (and new result of this type
for S a primitive substitution) see Lenz. (4) As far as w-dependence, there was
a number of results on continuity of the spectrum (e.g., refs. 5–9), but
continuity of L was not addressed directly. It is however important,
since various quantities, including L(E, w) can sometimes be effectively
estimated or even directly computed for periodic operators obtained from
the rational approximants of w.
Let s(H) denote the spectrum of H.

Corollary 2. For the almost Mathieu operator Hl, w, x given by (1.2)
with v(Snx)=l cos 2p(x+nw), we have L(E, w)=max(0, log |l|2 ) for all
E ¥ s(H), all l and all irrational w.
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Proof. Krasovsky (10) showed that for E ¥ s(Hl, pq , x), L(E,
p
q) con-

verges as qQ. to (but is not equal to) max(0, log l2). The result then
follows from Theorem 1 and continuity of spectra. (5) L

We will also list another immediate corollary of Theorem 1:

Corollary 3. Suppose v analytic. Then

lim sup
NQ.

1
N
log ||MN(E, x, w)|| [ L(E, w) (1.4)

uniformly in x and E in a compact set.

Proof. Furman (11) proved uniformity of (1.4) in x (in fact the theorem
of ref. 11 holds for any continuous cocycle on a uniquely ergodic system).
The result follows then from continuity of L in E and compactness. L

This uniformity is important for various questions arising in the non-
perturbative analysis of operators (1.2). For example, Corollary 3 immedi-
ately implies that the almost Mathieu operator has strong dynamical
localization (see ref. 12) for any l > 2 and w satisfying ||kw|| > c(w)(|k|r(w))−1,
that is throughout the regime of ref. 13. Strong dynamical localization was
obtained in ref. 12 for w satisfying a strong Diophantine condition (1.3).
The restriction on w was needed there only for the uniformity of an upper
bound, such as given in Corollary 3, which is now established for all w.
We note that the continuity issue, even in E alone, is nontrivial, as L

considered as a function on C(T, SL2(R)), with w fixed, is discontinuous at
A( · , E) for a dense set of E in the spectrum of corresponding H provided
L(E, w) is positive and either w is Liouville or v even (follows from a
theorem of Furman (11) and a combination of refs. 14 and 15, see also a
discussion in ref. 4 and a related result in ref. 16). Moreover, the restriction
of L to C(T, M) where M is any locally closed submanifold of SL2(R)
such that A takes values inM, is also discontinuous at all such A. (11)

The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. Section 2
contains a large deviation theorem, which is applied in Section 3 together
with avalanche principle to obtain estimates on convergence. Those esti-
mates allow to approximate L with 2L2N−LN, for both (w, E) sufficiently
close to (w0, E0) and (w0, E0) provided w0 is irrational and L(w0, E0) is
positive. This is done in Section 4, and the proof of Theorem 1 is com-
pleted there.
Our proof builds on some of the same ideas and techniques as the

proof of the regularity of L(E, w) in ref. 2, Chap. VII. While all the
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necessary information is provided here, we would like to refer the reader to
ref. 2 for more background and discussions.
All constants c, C in what follows will depend, unless otherwise noted,

only on v and E, being uniform for E in a bounded range. Same notations
will be sometimes used for different such constants. The variables that are
kept constant throughout certain arguments will often be dropped from the
notation.

2. LARGE DEVIATIONS

Lemma 4. Let

:w−a
q
: < 1
q2

(a, q)=1. (2.1)

Let 0 < o < 1. Then, for appropriate c > 0 and C <., for N> Co−2q,

mes 3x : : 1
N
log ||MN(E, x, w)||−LN(E, w) : > o4 < e−coq. (2.2)

Proof. Put

u(x)=
1
N
log ||MN(x)||=C

k ¥ Z

û(k) e2pikx

where

û(0)=LN

As shown in ref. 17 (see also ref. 2, Chap. IV)

|û(k)| <
C
|k|
. (2.3)

Function u also satisfies

|u(x)| < C and |u(x)−u(x+w)| <
C
N

(2.4)

(see ref. 2 for details). Take

R ’ o−1q (2.5)
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and, using (2.4), estimate for N> Co−2q

|u(x)− C
| j | < R

R−|j|
R2

u(x+jw)| < C
R
N
<
o

10
. (2.6)

for an appropriate C. Considering the Féjèr average, we obtain therefore

|u(x)− û(0)| <
o

10
+ C
0 < |k| [K

|û(k)| (1+(R ||kw||)2)−1+a(x) (2.7)

where

||a||22 [ C
|k| > K

|û(k)|2 < C C
k > K

1
k2

’K−1. (2.8)

We estimate the second term in (2.7) as

C
0 < |k| < q4

|k|−1 (2R ||kw||)−1+ C
4Kq −1

a=1

1
aq

C
k ¥ Ia

(1+(R ||kw||)2)−1=(I)+(II)

where Ia=[a
q
4 , (a+1)

q
4).

It follows from (2.1) that for |k| [ q
2 , |kw−

ka
q | <

1
2q and hence ||kw|| >

1
2q .

Let a1,..., aq/4 be the decreasing rearrangement of (||kw||−1)0 < k [ q4 . Then we
have ai [

2q
i . Moreover, if I is any interval of length q/4, same is true for

(||kw||−1), k ¥ I, if we exclude at most one value of k.
Hence, for an appropriate choice of R in (2.5),

(I) [ CR−1 C
1
k
q
k
< CqR−1 <

o

10
,

and, for each a

C
k ¥ Ia

(1+(R ||kw||)2)−1 [ 1+C
q

s=1

1R s
q
2−2 [ 1+C 1 q

R
22 [ C

and

(II) < C C
4Kq −1

a=1

1
aq
< Cq−1 log K.

Letting log K ’ oq, (II) < o
10 , and (2.8) implies (2.2). L
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3. APPLICATIONS OF AVALANCHE PRINCIPLE

Avalanche principle (1) (full details is also given in ref. 2, Chap. VI) is
the following:
Let A1,..., An be a sequence in SL2(R) such that

||Aj || \ m (3.1)

m > n (3.2)

and

|log ||Aj ||+log ||Aj+1 ||− log ||Aj+1Aj || | <
1
2 log m, j=1,..., n. (3.3)

Then

: log >D
1

j=n
Aj >+C

n−1

j=2
log ||Aj ||− C

n−1

j=1
log ||Aj+1Aj || : < C

n
m

(3.4)

where C is an absolute constant. We will also need the following extension,
relaxing condition (3.2):

Lemma 5. Assume A1,..., AN satisfy (3.1), (3.3) with m sufficiently
large and N=< s

i=1 ni where 3 [ ni <
m

2 , i=1,..., s−1 and ns < m. Then

: log > D
1

j=N
Aj >+ C

N−1

j=2
log ||Aj ||− C

N−1

j=1
log ||Aj+1Aj || : < C1

N
m

(3.5)

Remarks.

(1) We show (3.5) with C1=5C, C from the avalanche principle. As
will be seen from the proof, C1=(3+E) C will also work for large m.

(2) The largeness condition on m is explicit. For example, it is suffi-
cient to have m log m > 27C with C from (3.4).

Proof. For the sake of less cumbersome notations our proof will
assume N=3 s. The proof for the general case is exactly the same with
obvious changes.
We use induction in s with the beginning provided by (3.4) with

n=n1, 2n1. Set N1=3 s−1; Bi=A3iA3i−1A3i−2, i=1,..., N1. Then, by (3.4),
for all j,

|log ||Bj ||+log ||A3j−1 ||− log ||A3j−1A3j−2 ||− log ||A3jA3j−1 ||| <
3C
m

(3.6)

and similarly for log ||Bi+1Bi ||.
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(3.6) and (3.3) imply

log ||Bj || > C
2

k=0
log ||A3j−k ||−

3C
m
− log m > 2 log m−

3C
m
=log m1 (3.7)

where m1 > m. Also,

|log ||Bj ||+log ||Bj+1 ||− log ||Bj+1Bj |||

<
12C
m
+|log ||A3j ||+log ||A3j+1 ||− log ||A3j+1A3j |||

<
12C
m
+
1
2
log m <

1
2
log m1 (3.8)

(it is for the last inequality in (3.8) that we need a largeness condition
on m.)
Therefore, induction applies, and

: log > D
1

j=N
Aj >+ C

N1 −1

j=2
log ||Bj ||− C

N1 −1

j=1
log ||Bj+1Bj || : < C1

3 s−1

m1
(3.9)

Using (3.6) for each Bj and Bj+1Bj in (3.9) we obtain, after collecting
terms,

: log > D
1

j=N
Aj >+ C

N−1

j=2
log ||Aj ||− C

N−1

j=1
log ||Aj+1Aj || :

<
C13 s−1

m1
+
3C(3 s−1−2)

m
+
6C(3 s−1−1)

m
<
C13 s

m
(3.10)

if C1=5C. L

In case of positive Lyapunov exponent, large deviation theorem pro-
vides us a posibility to apply avalanche principle toMN(x+jNw) for x in a
set of large measure and therefore pass on to a larger scale.

Lemma 6. Let w satisfy (2.1) and L(E, w) > 100o > 0. Let N>
Co−2q. Assume further L2N(E, w) >

9
10 LN(E, w).

Then for N1 s.t. N |N1 and N1N−1=m< ecoq, we have

:LN1+
m−2
m
LN−2

m−1
m
L2N : < C1e−coq. (3.11)
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Remark. Here C is same as before, and c is equal to c2 from the large
deviation theorem.

Proof. Apply the avalanche principle with

Aj=MN(x+jNw, E)

and with x restricted to the set W … T, s.t. for all j [ m

: 1
N
log ||MN(E; x+jNw)||−LN(E, w) : < o

: 1
2N
log ||M2N(E; x+jNw)||−L2N(E, w) : < o.

(3.12)

Thus from (2.2) and choice of m

mes(T0W) < 2me−coq < Ce−
c
2
oq. (3.13)

Since ||Aj || > eN(LN −o) > e
99
100 NLN and |log ||Aj ||+log ||Aj+1 ||− log ||Aj+1Aj || | <

4No+2N |LN−L2N | <
6
25NLN, the avalanche principle applies. Thus, for

sufficiently large N,

: log >D
1

j=m
Aj >+C

m−1

j=2
log ||Aj ||− C

m−1

j=1
log ||Aj+1Aj || : < me−12 NLN.

Integrating on W, we get

:F
W

log ||MN1 (E; x)||+C
m−1

j=2
F
W

log ||MN(E; x+jw)||

− C
m−1

j=1
F
W

log ||M2N(E; x+jw)|| : < me−12 NLN(E, w).

Therefore, recalling (3.13)

:LN1+
m−2
m
LN−

2(m−1)
m

L2N : <
m
N1
e−

1
2
NLN+Ce−

c
2
oq < C1e−

c
2
oq,

as claimed.
Lemma 6 may be iterated to get the following fact

Lemma 7. Same assumptions as in Lemma 6.
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Then

|LNŒ+LN−2L2N | < e−cŒoq+C
N
NŒ

(3.14)

holds for all NŒ with N |NŒ and NŒN < exp exp
c
2 oq.

Proof. (3.14) follows from (3.11) with cŒ=c if NŒ < ecoqN. Thus we
may assume NŒ > ecoqN. Take N1 ’ ecoqN in order to apply Lemma 6. Thus

|LN1+LN−2L2N | < Ce
−coq (3.15)

and

|L2N1+LN−2L2N | < Ce
−coq

implying in particular

|L2N1 −LN1 | < 2Ce
−coq. (3.16)

Replacing N by N1 and taking N2 ’ ecoqN1, we get similarly from Lemma 6

|LN2+LN1 −2L2N1 | < Ce
coq

|L2N2 −LN2 | < 2Ce
−coq

(3.17)

and from (3.16), (3.17)

|LN2 −LN1 | < 5Ce
−coq. (3.18)

Letting in general Ns ’ ecoqNs−1, we obtain

|LNs+LNs−1 −2L2Ns−1 | < Ce
−coq (3.19)

|L2Ns −LNs | < 2Ce
−coq (3.20)

|LNs −LNs−1 | < 5Ce
−coq. (3.19)

Consequently, from (3.18), (3.21)

|LNs −LN1 | < 5Cse
−coq

and by (3.15)

|LNs+LN−2L2N | < 6Cse
−coq. (3.22)

To get (3.14) with cŒ=c
2 , we may allow s < e

c
2
oq in (3.22), hence the estimate

holds for NŒ as stated. L
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Lemma 7 will be sufficient for our induction step provided there exists
an approximant q with eqs < q < exp exp coqs, where qs is the sequence of
canonical rational approximants of w. For when this is not the case we
need an additional statement.

Lemma 8. In addition to the assumptions of Lemma 6, assume that
q | N, N < ecœoq. Then

|LNŒ+LN−2L2N | < C2e−
c
2
oq (3.23)

for all 5eqN [NŒ [ e−
3
2 qqŒ with NŒ=3 sN or NŒ2=3

sN, where qŒ is the next
approximant after q.

Remark. We assumed NŒ=a3 sN, a=1, 2 for simplicity of formula-
tion only. Lemma 8 holds as well for all NŒ as in Lemma 5 with m=
eN(LN −2o).

Proof. The set WN={x ¥ T | | 1N log ||MN(E; x)||−LN(E)| > o} satis-
fies by (2.2) the measure estimate

mes WN < e−coq. (3.24)

Let us consider vŒ=; |k| [N2 v̂(k) e2pikx a trigonometric polynomial of
degree N2, and let M −

K, L
−

K, and W
−

K be corresponding objects defined with
v replaced by vŒ.
Since

| ||MN(x)||− ||M
−

N(x)|| | [ sup
x
|v−vŒ| CN,

we have that if x ¥ T0(W −N 2 W −2N), then

|log ||MK(x)||−KLK | < 2oK, K=N, 2N, (3.25)

However, W −N admits a semi-algebraic description, therefore W
−

N may
be covered by at most NC intervals of size < e−coq. The same holds for
W −N 2 W −2N.
Hence, because of our upper bound on N, there is a collection J of at

most NC intervals I … T s.t.

mes 1T<0
I ¥J

I2 < e−c2 oq (3.26)
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and if x ¥1I ¥J I, |x−xŒ| < e−q, then xŒ ¥ T0(W −N 2 W −2N), therefore xŒ
satisfies (3.23). Observe next that since |w− aq | <

1
qqŒ and q | N,

||aNw|| <
aecœoq

qqŒ
< e−q

for

a < e−
3
2 qqŒ. (3.27)

Hence, fixing x ¥1I ¥J I, it follows from the preceding that xŒ=x+aNw
will satisfy (3.25) for all a as in (3.27).
Denoting

Aa=MN(x+aNw)

we have thus

||Aa || > eN(LN −2o) > e
49
50 NLN (3.28)

|log ||Aa ||−NLN | < 2oN (3.29)

|log ||Aa+1Aa ||−2NLN | < (6o+2 |L2N−LN |) N <
13
50NLN (3.30)

since LN > 100o.
Therefore, for NŒ as in the Lemma, we may now aplly Lemma 5 to

obtain

: 1
NŒ
log > D

0

a=NŒ
N −1

Aa >+
1
NŒ

C
NŒ
N −1

a=2
log ||Aa ||−

1
NŒ

C
NŒ
N −1

a=1
log ||Aa+1Aa || :

< C1e−98oN <
1
5
e−q. (3.31)

Integrating (3.31) in x ¥1I ¥J I, and recalling (3.26) and the lower bound
on NŒ, we get

|LNŒ+LN−2L2N | < e−q+Ce−
c
2
oq < C2e−

c
2
oq
L (3.32)

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Assume q0 is an approximant of w, thus

:w−a0
q0
: < 1
q20
, (a0, q0)=1 (4.1)

andL(E, w) > 100o > 0.Here o is a small constant and we assume q0 > o−2.
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The construction below is described assuming w ¨Q but, as the reader
will easily see, applies equally well for w ¥Q. In particular, the conclusion
stated in Proposition 9, is valid in either case.
Since 100o < L(E, w) [ L2N [ LN < C for any N, any sequence of the

form {2an}, a=1, 2,..., can contain no more than c log 100oC terms N with
L2N <

9
10 LN. We may therefore, for any E1 and E2 with L(Ei) > 100o,

i=1, 2, choose N0, satisfying

L2N0 (E) >
9
10 LN0 (E) (4.2)

for both E1 and E2, and

Co−2q0 <N0 < o−Cq0. (4.3)

Set q−1=0. Starting from q0, N0, we construct a sequence of approx-
imants {qs} of w and integers {Ns} such that

q0 <N0 < q1 < · · · < Ns < qs+1 <Ns+1 < · · · (4.4)

qs+1 > eqs (4.5)

Co−2qs <Ns ’ qs and, for s \ 1, Ns−1 | Ns (4.6)

|LNs+1+LNs −2L2Ns | < e
−c1oqs (4.7)

|L2Ns −LNs | < Ce
−c2oqs−1 (4.8)

|LNs+1 −LNs | < e
−c3oqs−1 (4.9)

where cŒ± c1 > c2 > c3 > 0. (cŒ > 0 the constant from Lemma 7).
Denoting qs+1 > eqs the smallest approximant of w satisfying (4.5), we

distinguish 2 cases.

Case I. qs+1 < e10qs

Take Ns+1 satisfying (4.6), hence eqs <Ns+1 < e11qsNs. Since |w−
as
qs
| < 1

q2sandNs satisfies (4.6), (4.8), Lemma 7 applies with q=qs,N=Ns, NŒ=Ns+1.
Thus from (3.14)

|LNs+1+LNs −2L2Ns | < e
−cŒoqs+e−

1
2 qs < 2e−cŒoqs < e−c1oqs (4.10)

and similarly with Ns+1 replaced by 2Ns+1.
From (4.8), (4.10)

|LNs+1 −LNs | < 2e
−cŒoqs+2Ce−c2oqs−1 < e−c3oqs−1
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and also

|L2Ns+1 −LNs+1 | < 4e
−cŒoqs < e−c2oqs.

Case II. qs+1 \ e10qs.

Take again Ns+1 satisfying (4.6).
In this situation, we may not be able to apply Lemma 7 immediately

and we perform some intermediate steps. Denote qs [ q [ eqs the approxi-
mant preceding qs+1 and consider a first intermediate scale

N ’max(o−2q, e5c1oqs), q | N. (4.11)

Thus, as in case (I)

|LN+LNs −2L2Ns | < e
−cŒoqs+e−4c1oqs < 2e−4c1oqs (4.12)

and

|L2N+LNs −2L2Ns | < 2e
−4c1oqs. (4.13)

A second scale Nœ \N is introduced as follows
If qs+1 [ e4q, let Nœ=N.
If qs+1 > e4q, let Nœ ’ e−2qqs+1, with Nœ=3bN. In the second case, we

have conditions of Lemma 8 satisfied, and therefore (3.21) holds for both
Nœ and 2Nœ. Therefore, we also have:

|LNœ−L2Nœ | < Ce−
c
2
oq. (4.14)

Next, apply Lemma 7 with N=Nœ and NŒ=Ns+1 < Co−2e2qNœ. Thus

|LNs+1+LNœ−2L2Nœ | < e
−cŒoq+C

Nœ
Ns+1

< 2e−cŒoq (4.15)

and similarly with Ns+1 replaced by 2Ns+1.
Collecting the estimates (4.12), (4.13), (3.23) with NŒ=Nœ, 2Nœ, and

(4.15), we obtain that

|LNs+1+LNs −2L2Ns | < 6e
−4c1oqs+Ce−

c
2
oq+2e−coq < e−c1oqs

and similarly with Ns+1 replaced by 2Ns+1. Therefore, in both cases I, II,
(4.7) holds. (4.8) and (4.9) are then obtained as in case (I). This completes
the construction.
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As a consequence of (4.7) with s=0 and (4.9)

|L+LN0 −2L2N0 | < |LN1+LN0 −2L2N0 |+C
s \ 1
|LNs+1 −LNs |

< e−c1oq0+C
s \ 0
e−c3oqs < 2e−c3oq0.

Observe also that the assumption L(Ei, w) > 100o > 0 in the beginning of
this section could have been replaced by an assumption

LN(Ei, w) > 100o

for some N chosen at least o−Cq0, C some constant, as it is sufficient for the
existence of N0 satisfying (4.2), (4.3).
The conclusion is the following

Proposition 9. Assume |w− aq | <
1

q2
, 0 < o < 1

100 , q > Co
−2 and

LN(Ei, w) > o for some N> o−Cq, i=1, 2. Then there is N0 < o−Cq, s.t.

|L(Ei, w)+LN0 (Ei, w)−2L2N0 (Ei, w)| < e
−coq, i=1, 2. (4.16)

We can now finish the proof of the first statement of Theorem 1.
We may assume w ¨Q. If Ea Q E, then always, by subharmonicity,

lim sup L(Ea, w) [ L(E, w). We may therefore assume L(E, w) > o > 0.
Let q > Co−2 be an approximant of w. Taking N> o−Cq, we have
LN(E, w) > o and hence also LN(Ea, w) > o for a > a0. One may then
choose N0 s.t. (4.16) holds for both E and Ea. Thus

|L(E)−L(Ea)| [ |LN0 (E)−LN0 (Ea)|+2 |L2N0 (E)−L2N0 (Ea)|+2e
−coq

[ C(o)q |E−Ea |+2e−coq

Thus lim supa |L(E, w)−L(Ea, w)| [ 2e−coq and, letting qQ., the result
follows.
To prove the second statement of Theorem 1, we assume (wa, Ea)Q

(w0, E0). Note that since for each N, LN(w, E) is a subharmonic function
in both variables, therefore, L(E, w)=infN LN(E, w) is upper semiconti-
nuous, so lim supa L(Ea, wa) [ L(E0, w0). Therefore we may assume
L(E0, w0) > o > 0. Let q > Co−2 be an approximant of w, hence

:w0−
a
q
: < 1
q2
.
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Taking again N> o−Cq, we have LN(E0, w0) > o, hence LN(Ea, wa)
> o and |wa−

a
q | <

1

q2
for a > a0.

Fixing any a > a0, we may find N0 < o−Cq s.t.

|L(E0, w0)+LN0 (E0, w0)−2L2N0 (E0, w0)| < e
−coq

and

|L(Ea, wa)+LN0 (Ea, wa)−2L2N0 (Ea, wa)| < e
−coq.

Hence

|L(E0, w0)−L(Ea, wa)| < C(o)q (|w0−wa |+|E0−Ea |)

+2e−coq lim sup
a

|L(E0, w0)−L(Ea, wa)| < 2e−coq.

Letting qQ., it follows that L(E0, w0)=lima L(Ea, wa). L
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